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Emily Breaks Free is a picture book for children about bullying. It tells the
story of Emily, a young girl who is bullied by her classmates. Emily is afraid
to tell anyone what is happening, but she eventually finds the courage to
speak up. With the help of her teacher and her parents, Emily is able to
stop the bullying and find her own voice.

The book is written in a simple and straightforward style, with bright and
colorful illustrations. It is perfect for young children who are struggling with
bullying or who want to learn more about the issue.

The Author

Joan is a children's book author and illustrator. She has written and
illustrated numerous books, including the popular Emily Breaks Free series.
Joan is passionate about helping children to learn about important issues,
such as bullying and friendship. She believes that books can make a
difference in the lives of children, and she is dedicated to writing books that
are both entertaining and educational.

The Illustrator

Joan is also the illustrator of Emily Breaks Free. She has a unique and
whimsical style that brings the story to life. Joan's illustrations are full of
color and movement, and they perfectly capture the emotions of the
characters.

Reviews

"Emily Breaks Free is a powerful and moving story about bullying. It is a
must-read for any child who has ever been bullied or who wants to learn
more about the issue." - Amazon reviewer



"This book is a great resource for parents and teachers who are looking for
ways to talk to children about bullying. It is also a great way to help children
to develop empathy and compassion for others." - Goodreads reviewer

Emily Breaks Free is a valuable resource for children, parents, and
teachers. It is a powerful and moving story about bullying that can help to
open up conversations about this important issue.
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Unveiling the Zimmermann Telegram: A Pivotal
Document in World War I
The Zimmermann Telegram, a diplomatic communication sent in January
1917, stands as a pivotal document that profoundly influenced the course
of World War I. This...
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Fearful Stories and Vile Pictures to Instruct
Good Little Folks: A Timeless Classic in
Children's Literature
In the annals of children's literature, few works have left such an enduring
mark as "Fearful Stories and Vile Pictures to Instruct Good Little Folks."
First published in the...
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